By Wednesday 12th June 2019 you need to have completed the tasks set below— a starter, one main
course, one dessert and one drink. All work must be handwritten, so make sure you pay attention to your
presentation, particularly your spelling, punctuation and grammar—this is partly what your work will be
marked on. All
participants will receive 25 house points with the best entry from each class receiving a £5
Tesco voucher.

Imagine you have £15 to spend in Tesco. Have a look around the store and make a list
of what you would spend it on. Total it all up—get as close to £15 as you can. Make it
look like a receipt—show the price and the total amount spent. How much change
would you have?

Meat Option

Vegetarian Option

Create a cartoon strip about the
Romans. You could tell a story about
a Roman centurion, a Roman king, a
child in Rome—whatever you wish.
Get some books from the library or
do a bit of internet research— find
out some facts to help with your
cartoon strip.

Sculpture— In Art we are going to be
looking at some large sculptures like The
Angel Of The North and Stonehenge.
Create a sculpture of your own— make it
as large as you want. Use whatever
materials you have around the house —
think about what you want it to represent—which country or city would you
put your sculpture
in.

Choice 1— Salad sandwiches—
create a sandwich of your choice.
What shape is your sandwich—
which ingredients would you add
to it. Draw a picture of your
sandwich and list the ingredients you would put in it.

SMSC— Choice 1— Exercise—Design a poster to
encourage children to exercise more. Think about what
exercises you could promote. What are the benefits of
exercise? Remember to include warm
up and cool down ideas.

Choice 2— Poetry—Shape poems.
Write a shape poem. Think about a summer shape– it
could be sunshine, a strawberry, a tennis ball—write
your poem inside your shape. Add some colour and
pattern to your design.

SMSC—Choice 2— Healthy Eating—Design a poster to
encourage children to eat healthily. What are you
going to encourage
children to eat? Which
vegetables and fruits?
How often should they be
eating sweets?

